No.17/20/2018-PMMVY Part (1)
Government of India
Ministry of Women & Child Development
PMMVY Section
*****

Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi-1
Dated: 5th October, 2018

CORRIGENDUM

Subject: Issue of Corrigendum regarding Request for Proposal (RFP) for Supply, Installation and Maintenance of IT infrastructure for hosting PMMVY-CAS

The undersigned is directed to refer to RFP - Reference No. PM-17/20/2018-PMMVY, i.e., Request for Proposal (RFP) for Supply, Installation and Maintenance of IT Infrastructure for hosting PMMVY-CAS published on this Ministry’s Website as well as on CPP Portal and state that the last date for submitting the bids for the aforesaid RFP has been extended till 11.00 A.M. on 15.10.2018. The detailed corrigendum and replies to the pre-bid queries is being issued separately.

(V.C. Choudhary)
Under Secretary to Government of India
Tel. No.: 011 2338 8513
Email: vc.choudhary@nic.in